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FITNESS:
Customized training and mini gyms cater to China’s health-savvy youth
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The value of China’s ﬁtness industry was about 150 billion yuan
in 2017, with a compound annual
growth rate of 7.7 percent over the six
years from 2012, according to AskCI.
The industry is also riding the
technology wave, making exercising
and keeping ﬁt both hip and accessible for the middle class.
Among the biggest beneﬁciaries
have been the tech startups making
“leaps and bounds” in recent years
to keep pace with demand for ﬁtness
services, said Rex Wong, program
director (Asia) of the International
Personal Trainers & Fitness Academy
(IPTFA).
Wong said the market started to
“explode” in 2017 as investment from
venture capital ﬁrms poured into ﬁtness tech companies in Asia, including China. With the emergence of
online video platforms, smart gyms
and artificial intelligence (AI)enhanced ﬁtness equipment, ﬁtness
activities are no longer limited to
large health clubs.
Keep, China’s top mobile exercise
app, now has over 150 million users
of its free workout videos, up from
10 million in November 2015. In July,
online technology media platform
36Kr named Keep as the highest
valued internet ﬁtness company in
China after it raised $127 million in
its Series D round of ﬁnancing.
In March, Keep launched its ﬁrst
physical store, Keepland, in Beijing.
In China, as of June, the number
of monthly active users of big data
ﬁtness apps had reached 71 million,
according to data from consulting
firm iResearch. Big data fitness
refers to the use of data collected
from multiple users to provide training instruction and feedback on
body condition.
Meanwhile, Wong sees big, traditional gyms potentially losing market share.
Mini gyms, such as those run by
fitness startups including LePao,
Misspao and Supermonkey, have
sprung up in office buildings, residential areas and shopping malls.
Self-serviced “gym pods” measuring as small as 5 square meters give
users 24-hour access via their smartphones.
With gyms in over 100 cities
across the country, Chinese smart
gym chain operator Comma Fit
allows users to access its 24-hour
gyms using a smart wristband. In a
typical area of 600 to 800 sq m, only
minimal staffing is needed.
A traditional gym would open
from 9 am to 9 pm, but for many
people, especially in ﬁrst- and second-tier cities, these are working
hours, said Xu Zhiyan, Comma Fit’s
CEO. “Operating for 24 hours does
not mean we encourage people to
exercise at midnight, but to allow

A ‘gym pod’ at a high-tech park in Shanghai on Oct 27 last year. Operated mostly by fitness startups, these self-serviced mini gyms give users 24-hour access.
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them to fully utilize their fragmentary time before or after work.”
Xu aims to open 300 franchised
gyms by the end of 2019. He said the
company’s ultimate goal is to make
health clubs as common as convenience stores. Comma Fit is also considering opening its first overseas
branch in Melbourne, Australia.
“The adoption of technology in
the ﬁtness industry started in North
America and Europe, with the emergence of a number of (ﬁtness) startups back in 2014 and 2015. Today,
many of them, as well as their apps,
are quite mature in the market,”
said IPTFA’s Wong, noting the huge
potential of Asian ﬁtness tech ﬁrms
as many of them are still at an early
stage compared with their Western
counterparts.
In fact, Chinese ﬁtness tech companies, together with those from
India, Canada and the United Kingdom, accounted for one-ﬁfth of international equity deals in the sector in
the ﬁrst 10 months of 2017, according
to global consulting ﬁrm CB Insights.
Besides a burgeoning middle
class and the proliferation of smartphones, pro-ﬁtness government policies are also driving the industry’s
growth.
In 2016, the State Council, China’s
Cabinet, set a goal to increase the
output of the fitness and leisure

industry to more than 3 trillion
yuan by 2025. A five-year plan to
improve fitness and health levels
nationwide was issued that same
year.
Spurring the sector’s growth,
meanwhile, are fitness apps featuring training tasks and scoring
systems, and wearable devices that
make it easier for people to monitor
their workouts and personal ﬁtness
— for example, real-time heart rate.
Wong said that since not everyone can afford a personal trainer to
help with customized training and
dietary plans, smartphone fitness
apps are a handy alternative.
“By learning some of the most
basic and easy-to-learn exercises
through online videos, people can
already see some results (in their
body shape),” Wong said, adding that
even a novice can explore equipment
and training with the help of ﬁtness
tech.
At Comma Fit, users can try a
wide range of smart facilities —
from body measurement devices,
and treadmills with 32-inch touchscreens, to live-streamed courses —
while fresh juice and healthy meal
sets are also provided, according to
Xu.
“We have a smart device called
Smart Spot in the strength and
power zone,” said Xu. He explained

that when the user starts a strength
training session in front of the smart
screen, the system analyzes the accuracy of each movement and gives
feedback on how posture should be
modiﬁed.
For gyms to adopt digital technology is not as expensive as people
might expect, said Xu. Though smart
devices may cost more than traditional gym equipment, the hardware
is a one-time investment and totally
worth the price, he said.
“All of our smart devices are
equipped with built-in apps, so keeping the software updated is important,” said Xu. “If I want to add a new
marathon mode on the treadmills, I
can launch the upgrade kit with one
click and the treadmills across all
branches will be updated.”
“Young people in Asia are tech savvy. They are willing to try new tech
products and are afraid of being left
behind the trend,” said Chau from
AASFP, adding that the favorable
environment gives ﬁtness tech companies a broad platform to test their
products and solutions.
Opportunities in the market are
also attracting ﬁtness startups from
outside the region. For example, New
York-based ClassPass has moved
into Asia, rolling out services in Singapore and Hong Kong in recent
months.

ClassPass is a provider of monthly
subscription service to a network of
boutique ﬁtness studios and gyms
in over 50 cities worldwide. Its entry
to Asia adds intensity to the already
ﬁerce competition in a segment that
includes players like Singaporebased GuavaPass and Kuala Lumpur-headquartered KFit.
Big-name tech companies also
want to help people stay in shape.
Technology blog network Engadget
reported that Google’s Coach, an AIbased wearable health and ﬁtness
assistant currently in development,
will provide recommendations on
ﬁtness routines, and suggestions for
a healthier lifestyle through data collected and machine learning.
As ﬁtness tech keeps developing,
Chau said the market will be further subdivided, with more targeted
functions.
“We are also working to help equip
personal trainers with updated technology skills. Around 20 to 30 percent of our courses now cover knowledge of ﬁtness tech,” he said.
Indeed, ﬁtness apps are unlikely
to ever fully replace personal trainers. “As a matter of fact, some people
would turn to personal trainers for
more professional and systematic
training experience after they exercise with online videos for a while,”
said Chau.

